WiMAX and pave the way toward deploying 3.5 GHz LTE within the exclusion zones.
I. INTRODUCTION
In addition to exclusively licensed spectrum allocation which remains the highest priority for the Mobile Network Operators (MNO's), giving them access to spectrum owned by other types of users such as Federal Government spectrum users on a shared basis can help them meet the dramatic increase in the data traffic volume of mobile broadband networks over the next 20 years [1] . A pioneering effort toward realizing the spectrum sharing was made by the Council of Advisers on Science and Technology (PCAST) [2] to leverage the full potential of the government-held spectrum. PCAST spurred the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to issue a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) [3] to designate the 3550 -3650 MHz range, abbreviated as the 3.5 GHz band, for mobile broadband. In sequel, the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) recognized radar as major band incumbents and conducted a measurement campaign [4] , which revealed a low average temporal utilization of the band by the incumbents and the potential for spectrum sharing. However, an effective spectrum sharing refrains from destructive interference between incumbents and entrants. Concerning the 3.5 GHz band, NTIA investigated the interference between radar and WiMAX systems [5] and suggested exclusion zones reaching 557 km inland ( Figure 1) [6] where no 3.5 GHz communications systems can be used. This hinders deploying the 3.5 GHz communications in coastal regions of the United States (US) where over 55% of the American reside [7] . Hence, judiciously reducing the exclusion zones affords MNOs to utilize this band to enhance mobile broadband coverage. The geographic separations in [6] came from link budget analyses of radar-WiMAX ecosystems. Since LTE [8] is the expected cellular technology in the 3.5 GHz band, the nuances of the LTE linklevel protocol (turbo coding, advanced scheduling, Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request -HARQ, etc.) can change the exclusion zones. So, analyzing radar-to-LTE interference (not WiMAX) gives relevant exclusion zones in the 3.5 GHz band. Besides, small cell implementation of LTE is becoming more popular as it extends the network capacity and the service coverage.
This paper looks into the interference from S-band rotating radars into a Time Division Duplex (TDD) LTE in the uplink (UL) direction. The investigation relies on macro and outdoor small cell LTE system level simulations compliant to the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [9] . Moreover, radars, free space path loss (FSPL) [10] , and Irregular Terrain Model (ITM) diffraction and troposcatter losses [11] are simulated using parameters from the NTIA [6]. The simulations show that LTE macro and small cells can operate within the exclusion zones proposed by NTIA in [6] . Furthermore, the out-of-band interference into LTE macro cells is experimented. To our best knowledge, no prior work on radar-to-LTE interference renders a full consideration to radar operating characteristics along with LTE protocol details.
A. Related Work
The authors of [6] investigated the WiMAX-radar mutual interference and concluded that large geographic separations between the two systems are required, precluding WiMAX deployability in the coastline. Cotton et. al. [4] performed tests, using a shipborne radar in San Diego littoral waters, measuring the temporal band occupancy and found that the 3.5 GHz spectrum is not often occupied by radar transmissions, underlining the potential of the germane band for spectrum sharing. Lackpour et. al. [12] suggested a general spectrum sharing scheme based on time, space, frequency, and systemlevel modifications, inconducive to real-world implementation. Sanders et. al. [13] performed experiments with RF hardlines to observe the interference effects from radar waveforms into a 3.5 GHz LTE base station (BS). They observed the throughput loss and block error rate (BLER) for the LTE system in the UL direction. However, their results were varied as some waveforms did not have any effect on the LTE while others undermined the performance drastically. Neither did they consider any propagation models, nor did they perform any simulation of realistic radar or LTE system. Finally, Ghorbanzadeh et. al. [16] investigated the radar interference into macro cell LTE systems, but they rendered no attention to small cells and out-of-band interference effects. 
B. Organization
The rest of the paper presents the simulation setup in section II, simulation results in section III, and conclusions in section IV.
II. SIMULATION SETUP
We set a simulation time 5 seconds to radiate radar signals into LTE macro and small cell BSs. Both in-band and out-ofband interference cases are simulated.
A. Radar Simulation
The radar parameters are listed in Table 1 based on NTIA [6]. The items marked with asterisk were not disclosed in [6] due to the tactical sensitivity and were set to typical operating values for medium-to-large shipborne S-band radars [14] . Radar is set at 50, 100, 150, and 200 km away from the LTE and sends pulses into the LTE network as in Figure 2 Figure 3 as the normalized gain in terms of the offboresight angle θ. Here, the first, second, and third expressions are the theoretical directivity pattern, a mask equation for pattern deviation from the theoretical value at the side-lobe (-14.4 dB main beam), and back-lobe, respectively. As we can see, the back-lobe is fixed at 50 dBm below the main lobe. It is noteworthy that we are simulating the rotations as well, and the rotations during the dwell time are accounted for. In fact, as we will dicuss in section III, the interference is calculated every transmission time interval (TTI) which means that we are simulating rotations every TTI even during the dwell time. 
B. LTE Simulation
We leverage an LTE system level simulation which is 3GPP compliant [9] . It can model 3GPP-defined outdoor and indoor small cells as well as macro cell infrastructures. Furthermore, it utilizes a proportionally fair scheduler in both time and frequency domains, and includes a detailed UL air interface modeling. Besides, it subsumes UL multi input multi output (MIMO) and receiver diversity. Our LTE simulation has non-ideal link adaptation with HARQ and leverages an exponential effective SNR mapping (EESM) link-to-system mapping [15] . In addition, we model RF receiver saturation as a threshold -30 dB and turbo decoder saturation -50 dB. The UL uses single carrier orthogonal frequency division multiple access (SC-OFDMA) [8] , and deploys a full-buffer traffic model. First, we deployed the LTE simulator with a macro cell model, referred to as urban macro (UMa) [9] , with an intersite distance 500 m. We created a 7-site system whose cells have 120 deg sectors at 90, 210, and 330 deg as in Figure 4 . So, there exist 21 cells in the system (7 × 3). The BS antenna pattern per sector is given in equation (2) where GA and θA (GE and θE) are respectively the antenna azimuth (elevation) pattern and azimuth (elevation) angle off the boresight [9] . In this equation, -180 • ≤ θA ≤ 180 • , -90 • ≤ θE ≤ 90 • , antenna azimuth and elevation downtilts are θA,t = 0 • and θE,t = 12 • respectively, Am = 20 dB is the maximum attenuation, and θ3dB is the antenna 3dB beamwidth. The normalized composite antenna pattern is expressed in equation (3) and is plotted in Figure 4 . The BS antenna gain is 17 dBi and there are 10 UEs per cell which are at least 25 m away from the BSs. UE have omnidirectional 0 dBi antennae. In the macro cell scenario, 80% of the UEs are indoor, LTE bandwidth is 10 MHz, and it operates at 3.5 GHz in TDD mode with a DL:UL split 2:3. The BS and UE transmit powers are 46 dBm and 23 dBm respectively, and the EIRP transmit power is maximally 63 dBm and 23 dBm in that order.
Moreover, the BS and UE antenna heights are 25 m and 1.5 m, and their noise figures are 5 dB and 9 dB respectively. The macro cell layout of our simulations is hexagonal, and is depicted in Figure 5 . As we see, there are 7 sites with red circles representing BSs and UEs uniformly distributed around them. The UEs are depicted with the black addition symbols in the layout which spans about 1600 m × 1600 m. Next, we did an LTE simulation with outdoor small cells, referred to as urban micro (UMi) [9] , whose main distinction from the macro cells is that its cells are not sectorized, use 10 m omnidirectional BSs as opposed to the 25 m in the UMa. The layout in our simulations is depicted in Figure 6 . Here, the blue squares are macro cell BSs operating at 2 GHz, so they do not interfere with the small cells and the radar. The red circles are small cell BSs with UEs as the black addition symbols. The layout spans an area as large as 1600 m × 1600 m. The operation is at 3.5 GHz in TDD mode with 2:3 UL:DL split. 20% of the UEs are indoor. There exist 84 small cells (4 small cells per macro cell and 21 macro cells). The BS gain is 5 dBi and the minimum distance between the UEs and BSs is 5 m. There are 30 UEs per small cell, which creates 30 × 84 = 2520 UEs moving with uniform direction at 3 km/h. The UEs are clustered around the BSs. The modeled traffic is full buffer best effort. The LTE parameters for both macro cell and outdoor small cell LTE simulations are listed in Table 2 . 
C. Radar to LTE Propagaion Model
The radar signals that are emitted into the outer space undergo various attenuations before reaching the LTE sites [14] . The most paramount attenuation is the propagation pathloss for which various models relying on the distance and terrain between the radar and LTE can be leveraged to obtain how strong the radar pulses are once they get to the LTE BSs. Similarly to the Fast Track Evaluation by NTIA [6], we use the FSPL and ITM for the line-of-sight (LoS) and non-LoS (NLoS) regions, respectively. These models are predominantly used by the FCC and NTIA and were used to extract the exclusion zones depicted in Figure 1 .
FSPL can be expressed as equation (4) [10] where f is the radar operating frequency in MHz, r is the distance in km at which the loss is of interest, LdB,FSPL in dB is the FSPL, and rLoS is the LoS region border in km as equation (5) [2] . Here, where hradar and hLTE is the radar and LTE antenna heights where the former is 50 m in our simulations (shipborne radar), and the latter is 25 m and 10 m for macro and small cells in that order. Hence, the LoS region border grows 49.59 km and 41.96 km for macro cell and small cells respectively, meaning that in all distances away from the radar until the 49.59 km for macro cells and 41.96 km for small cells, the propagation loss comes from the FSPL model. Similarly to [6], we leverage the ITM for the loss in the NLoS region in its area prediction mode (APM) [11] with the terrain roughness 10 and 20 m, LTE macro and small cell antenna heights 25 and 10m, radar antenna height 50 m, ground dielectric constant 15, ground conductivity 0.005 S/m, refractivity 301 N-units, continental temperate climate, and single message mode as in Table 3 . The aforesaid parameters are extracted from [6] which led to Figure 1 exclusion zones. The ITM model gives the diffraction and troposcatter losses introduced into the radar signals in the NLoS region after 49.59 km and 41.96 km for correspondingly the macro and small cells.
The plots for the FSPL and ITM losses are depicted in Figure 7 , where the green curve indicates FSPL, red curve is the NLoS loss for the macro cell case, and blue curve is the NLoS loss in dB for the small cell case as a function of the travelled distance by radar pulses in km. As we see, initially pathloss increases using the FSPL model, then it increases dramatically and almost linearly in the NLoS region which is the diffraction loss [11] , and ultimately the loss grows less rapidly which is the troposcatter loss [6, 11] . It is notable that the FSPL and ITM models predict very close propagation losses in the LoS region whilst the the introduced loss sharply elevates in the NLoS region, where ITM model is utilized.
Next, we section III presents the simulations results for the radar-to-LTE interference in the UL directions for macro cells and outdoor small cells with parameters explained already in section II. 
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
We set the simulation time to 5 seconds, during which the impact of the radiations from the radar with parameters in section II-A into the BSs of an LTE cellular system with parameters in section II-B is investigated. We test both cases where the radar is cochannel or out-of-band with respect to the LTE system and rotates 360 deg in azimuth covering 445 beam positions, where the radar sojourns for the dwell time 4.5 ms and sends 9 pulses 78 µs wide and 83 dBm through its 45 dBi antenna to the BSs. The BSs covered by the radiation will suffer from the radar pulses which are amplified by the TX and antenna gain and undermined by the propagation losses explained in section II-C. Next, we present the simulation results for the macro cells in section III.A and outdoor small cells in section III.B.
A. Radar to Macro Cell LTE UL Interference
With regard to the interference, the main performance metric for LTE systems is the mean throughput [4, 6, 8] . We assume that the radar is cochannel with the LTE system. The normalized mean throughput is depicted in Figure 8 . As we see, slight throughput losses incur when the radar is 50, 100, 150, and 200 km away vis-à-vis the baseline (brown bar). In fact, the LTE system as close as 100 km away from the radar undergoes less than 10% throughput loss with respect to the baseline, and the loss is less than 30% when the radar is only 50 km away from the LTE. It is notable that Figure 8 represents relative values. As we can see, the LTE macro cells can operate within the exclusion zones identified by NTIA [6].
In addition, we plot the signal-to-interference-to-noise ratio (SINR) of an LTE macro BS versus LTE symbol and subcarrier indices in Figure 9 where SINR drops due to radar pulses affecting LTE symbols in UL. Interestingly, even when the radar is present, the SINR recovers back to its normal baseline situation until the next pulse hits the same region. As we see, the radar hits symbol. Since the radar pulses (78 µs) are larger than the LTE symbols (71.4 µs), symbol 2 is also affected. Then, the next pulse hits symbol 8, which spans over to symbol 9 too for the same reason. So, most radar energy is concentrated on symbol 1 and symbol 8, with the remaining pulse energy present on symbols 2, 9 and 14. This is promising as only certain symbols within an LTE sub-frame are affected by the radar. Also, there are 7 symbols between symbol 1 (start of the first radar hit) to symbol 8 (start of the second radar hit), corresponding to 7 × 71.4 ≈ 0.5 ms, the radar PRI. Because the radar signal is assumed to be centered in the LTE band, most pulse energy is around subcarrier 300 (in the middle of the LTE band).
We also look at the out-of-band interference from the radar into the LTE system in Figure 10 , where we set the radar cochannel, 3 MHz, 5 MHz, and 10 MHz offset from the LTE operating frequency. The throughput loss for 3 MHz and cochannel is similar; however, the throughput with respect to the baseline loss drastically alleviates as the offset becomes 5 and 10 MHz. 
B. Radar to Outdoor Small Cell LTE UL Interference
Next, we show the simulation results for the outdoor small cell LTE. Similarly to the macro cells, we look at the mean UE throughputs. The radar is 50, 100, 150, and 200 km away from the small cell LTE, and the parameters for the radar and LTE are in section II.A and II.B. The normalized mean UE throughput is illustrated in Figure 11 , which represents relative values. As we observe, the throughput loss for the LTE small cells is not dramatic until 100 km away from the radar. In fact, for an LTE outdoor small cell as close as 150 km away from a cochannel radar the throughput loss is less than 10%, whereas at 100 km the throughput loss becomes slightly less than 20%. At 50 km way the throughput loss is approximately 55% in contrast to the baseline (brown bar). We believe that the more decaying trend that we observe for the outdoor small cell LTE vs. the macro cells is because small cell LTE BSs are omnidirectional and are not downtilted; so they are more exposed to the radar radiations and causes a more dramatic loss as the radar gets closer to the LTE system. However, it is worth mentioning that the absolute values for the throughputs, whose only normalized values are plotted here for Nokia's privacy, revealed that the small cells still get a higher throughput than the macro cells which is expected. As it is anticipated, the further away the radar, the higher the mean UE throughput as interference becomes less pronounced due to the diffraction loss caused by the ITM in the NLoS region. Therefore, outdoor small cell LTE can operate inside NTIA's exclusion zones [6] . It is also to be noted that the simulations just assumed a standard LTE system as it exists today without any specific interference mitigation or cancellation techniques that can be developed for the LTE system to mitigate this specific interference from radars into LTE systems. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the impact of shipborne S-band radars that are co-channel with and in the vicinity of a 3.5 GHz macro cell and outdoor small cell LTE systems. We also looked at the out-of-band interference for the macro cell LTE in the 3.5 GHz band. We leveraged the 3GPP to simulate the LTE at a system level in the UL direction. Furthermore, we simulated a rotating radar with parameters from the NTIA report [4] which had led to large exclusion zones. Moreover, we simulated FSPL and ITM to model the LoS and NLoS diffraction and troposcatter losses that attenuate radar signals to obtain relevant signal levels at the LTE sites. In the simulations, we assessed the radar impact by observing the SINR for symbol and subcarrier indices per TTI. We realized the radar presence causes BSs SINR drops during pulses, but the LTE SINR recovers in the time between the radar pulses. Furthermore, we looked at the UE mean throughputs when radar interference occurs. Contrasting the baseline with interference cases at distinct distances between the radar and LTE systems which included operation within NTIA's exclusion zones, we found that both macro cell and outdoor small cell LTE can operate inside the exclusion zones, and these zones are overly conservative. So, it would be premature to lock the exclusion zones at such large distances. Furthermore, we looked at the out-of-band radar interference effects and showed that operating out-of-band significantly improves the LTE throughput loss operation in close distances between the radar and LTE systems. Further investigations can include the study of LTE Base Station Receiver non-linear effects of saturation and front-end overload due to strong signals from radar and also the development of enhanced interference mitigation and cancellation techniques for LTE to coexist with radar systems in the same spectrum.
